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Valence-band structures, hole echective masses and optical gain have
been calculated for strained-layer quantum-well laser structures. Results
show a logarithmic relation between the peak optical gain and carrier con-
centration for all possible material compositions of the quaternary system.
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Introduction of strain into quantum-well lasers produces many desirable ef-
fects such as lower threshold current and improved differential gain. However, the
effect of strain and its modelling for In1-xGaxAs and In1-xGaxAsyP1-y  multi-
ple quantum-well can be rather complicated. The complication of the model is
worsened by the large parameter space of the above compounds. For a specific
device application, there is infinite number of possible combinations for material
compositions when strain is present. From the engineering point of view, simple
and explicit formulas for the strain effect are desirable.

With this motivation in mind, we have used an efficient analytical model
based on Luttinger—Kohn Hamiltonian to determine valence band structure, hole
effective masses and optical gain for strained-layer quantum-well stuctures. De-
spite several recent efforts [1-3] the complete picture of hole effective masses is
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far from clear. The limited experimental results presented in [2] indicate a strong
dependence of the in-plane effective masses of the heavy-hole and light-hole va-
lence bands in quantum wells on their coupling. In general, the band mixing effect
posts a much larger challenge in determining hole effective masses than electron
effective masses in the conduction band. Negative effective masses at zone center
can be predicted in some cases involving band mixing.

Our formulation is the same as the one used by Lee and Vassell [4]. Total
Hamiltonian is expressed as Η = HLK + Η , where HLK is the Luttinger-Kohn
Hamiltonian and Η represents the strain Hamiltonian,

where m 0 is the free-electron mass, Dd, Du and Dú are deformation energies for va-
lence bands, εij are components of the strain tensor, Ji are the angular momentum
matrices, and {a, b} =  (ab + ba).

In spin J = 3/2 basis, the above Hamiltonian can be written as 4 x 4 matrix
and block diagonalized into two equivalent 2 x 2 Hamiltonians. Standard boundary
conditions are used as discussed by Burt [5]. The band edge effective mass was
defined as inverse of second derivative with respect to wave vector. Optical gain
was calculated using standard expressions [6] and Landsberg's gain broadening
model has been used [7].

Figure 1 shows the results of heavy-hole effective masses in a strained quan-
tum well as a function of Ga mole fraction for different well width for In1- x GaxAs.
Clearly, effective masses are decreasing as strain increases. For each curve a singular
point exists where the calculated effective masses become infinity. This singularity
corresponds to the point where the heavy-hole subband ceases to be the lowest
subband and the band curvature at zone center changes from positive to negative.

In Fig. 2 we show the relation between the peak optical gain for
In1- x GaxAsy PΙ- y as a function of surface carrier concentration N (in m- 2) for
compressive strain. Those points were fit by the following empirical formulas for
peak optical gain G (in 1/m) as a function of compositional parameters x and y:

for compressive strain. Coefficients C0jk and Cl;k are listed in Appendix.
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One can show [8], based on work by Vahala and Zah [9], that the empirical
relation between the peak optical gain and concentration can be derived analyt-
ically. The analytical formulas may be used directly in modeling and design of
strained quantum-well lasers emitting at 1.55 μm.
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Appendix

Coefficients for empirical optical gain formulas.
C0j k and C1jk for compressive strain:
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